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1. Background  
 
The topics of war and peace building were high on the agenda in politics and the media last year. In 
Switzerland too, the Iraq war mobilised broad segments of the public and spawned moments when large 
numbers, including many young people, took a greater than usual interest in the topic of „peace“. At the 
same time, the war raised fundamental questions about the functioning of dispute-settlement mechanisms 
under international law and further polarised relations between the Islamic world and the USA. Focusing the 
„war on terror“ primarily on Islam in the Middle East also polarised relations between the Islamic world and 
„the West“ and displaced certain regions of the world - especially Africa - even further from international 
public attention.  
During the past year, Swiss public opinion was favourably disposed toward a greater involvement by 
Switzerland in the field of „civil peacebuilding”. On the political front, the Swiss parliament approved the 
Peace Promotion Act and global credit line for civil conflict transformation and human rights promotion 
activities in December. Whereas the Federal Council had sought an overall credit of CHF 240 million for 
2004-2007, the amount eventually approved was CHF 220 million. This global credit line will enable the DFA 
to plan its medium-term activities on a sounder footing from now on. Until this decision was taken, 
contributions had to be decided annually as part of the budget. 
Non-governmental organisations active in development cooperation continued to devote growing attention 
to the topic of peace-building. Several organisations have established or renewed the relevant dedicated 
units and, in collaboration with KOFF and other entities, are now beginning to make the mainstreaming of 
conflict sensitivity a permanent feature of their organisations.   
In Switzerland there is still a limited supply of training opportunities in the field of peace-building and peace 
and conflict research. The „Europainstitut” in Basle nonetheless carried out significant preparatory work for 
introducing the subject of „Conflict and development“ as part of a master's degree programme. The course 
will start in autumn 2004 in cooperation with swisspeace, amongst other entities. 
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KOFF 
For KOFF, the general situation described above meant that there was also strong demand for its services in 
2003. KOFF's institutional priorities for 2003 were to rapidly and effectively assimilate the staff changes 
occurring at the end of 2002 and to enhance its expertise. Other priority goals included assuring the quality 
of services, better integration of NGO members, developing training opportunities and clarifying roles and 
basic concepts both internally and externally. KOFF believes that these goals were largely attained. 
 
 
2. Activities 
 
Setting of content priorities 
In planning for 2003, KOFF made a distinction between priority and secondary priority topics. The priority 
topics were regarded as central fields of endeavour to be pursued over the long term and in which capacities 
are to be built up. The „secondary“ classification in contrast, should afford flexibility in reacting to needs 
from outside, allowing for targeted activities and for replacing some topics with others after a certain time. 
Building on earlier activities pertaining to „Peace-building in development cooperation and humanitarian 
aid”, KOFF focused its work in this priority area on „conflict sensitivity”, especially on issues of 
mainstreaming, effectiveness assessment and on the current international methodological discussions on 
„Peace and Conflict Impact Assessment” (PCIA) and „Do no Harm”. „Gender and peace-building” was 
launched as a new priority topic. Amongst other things, training events were conceived and conducted, new 
working groups and roundtables created and cooperation with foreign partner organisations launched in the 
two subject areas.  
Individual activities were organised for the topics classified in 2003 as „secondary”, i.e. „Dealing with the 
past” and „Civil observation missions” (see below for details). On the subject of „State failure“, work was 
done in preparation for a workshop scheduled for 2004. 
 
Putting the emphasis on a small number of priority topics has paid off. It was thus possible to build up 
expertise, combine strengths within KOFF and to network with local and foreign organisations in a selective 
manner. With respect to both priority topics, KOFF has already positioned itself in Switzerland and has now 
begun to do so abroad. By simultaneously diversifying its tools, it was easier to reach selected target groups 
and to give KOFF a clearer profile abroad. 
 
Country priorities 
The country priorities in 2003 were Angola, Israel/Palestine, Sri Lanka, South-Eastern Europe, Central Asia 
and Guatemala. Events were also staged in connection with Colombia and Iraq.  
 
 
A) Information 
 
KOFF Newsletter 
The KOFF newsletter provides information on important Swiss and international peace-building activities 
and appeared last year as well in 10 issues and three languages (English/German/French). It was sent 
electronically and free of cost to 862 subscribers (714 the year before). A special effort was made over the 
past year to improve the topicality and content of the articles. A new, more attractive and user-friendly 
layout was developed. Editorial cooperation with government bodies, member organisations and select 
foreign partners was improved.  
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Owing to capacity constraints, the planned analysis and expansion of the subscriber base was postponed 
until early 2004. 
 
Website 
After going live with a new format at the end of 2002 as part of the swisspeace website, the KOFF website 
was substantially expanded and its content further developed. The „KOFF Infomarket“ went on-line in the 
spring. This database consists of a „Who’s who“ with information on some 90 Swiss peace-building 
organisations, a search engine for training opportunities, a section offering pointers on literature and links - 
with or without comments - and a calendar of events with tips on training courses and events on peace-
building in Switzerland. Other parts the KOFF website deal with KOFF country and priority topics. They 
report in detail on the relevant KOFF activities and those of leading Swiss players and offer tips on 
recommended reading and other resources. All content was constantly updated and expanded. 
KOFF now has an attractive website offering a wealth of information for further reading. Considering the 
demands of regularly managing and updating it and that this is being done with the existing staff, no further 
expansion of the site is planned for the time being. The goal is instead to attract more visitors to the site. A 
study will be conducted in 2004 on the use of the website and on user satisfaction.  
 
Publications   
During the review period KOFF published the study „Colombia: Conflict Analysis and Options for Peace 
building – Assessing Possibilities for Further Swiss Contributions“, which included contributions from 
international experts on the background to the conflict and strategic recommendations to outside players. 
The report was commissioned by Political Division IV (PA IV) of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 
(DFA) and published as Working Paper 1/2003 in the swisspeace KOFF Series. It is also accessible in pdf 
format on the KOFF website. KOFF staff members also published articles in journals and newspapers, for 
example, on the role of women in violent conflicts (Peace Prints 02/2003), on gender specific aspects of 
peace alliances (Loccumer Protokolle, January 2004) and on peace-building strategies of Swiss aid agencies 
(Zeitschrift für Friedenspolitik FriZ, 5/2003). 
 
 
B. Advisory work 
 
Under its mandate, KOFF accompanies its member organisations and the Administration in peace-building 
projects. The past year witnessed several requests for ad hoc, short-term advice on methodological issues, 
strategy planning and on specific topics and countries. There were also requests for support in facilitating 
and staging workshops and for project evaluations. These specifically included feedback regarding several 
PA IV medium-term country programmes, the evaluation of a Helvetas peace project and gender 
mainstreaming for various organisations, as well active participation in an SDC Angola workshop and in an 
internal planning workshop held by Peace Watch Switzerland. The larger assignments included devising and 
managing a project portfolio analysis for PA IV and organising the corresponding workshops. As part of a 
consultancy mandate on „Dealing with the past“ - also for PA IV - KOFF organised two workshops with 
local and foreign experts and drafted a final report for the client. It will be published in 2004. HEKS was 
given support in a conflict sensitivity mainstreaming process. Lastly, KOFF evaluated a training course for the 
Somali diaspora at the request of Caritas, the Forum for Peace Education and Rajo. 
NGO members were informed about the possibilities and limits of such advisory services at the Annual 
Meeting and through bilateral channels.  Assignments from NGOs and the Administration roughly balanced 
one another last year.  
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In early 2003 KOFF/swisspeace also applied for a multi-year backstopping mandate on gender and peace 
building, advertised by SDC. It was awarded to another organisation (cfd), however. 
 
 
C. Training 
 
While KOFF's capabilities had sufficed only for smaller, ad hoc training exercises in the previous year, it 
began systematically offering training courses on peace-building topics during the review period. In 
cooperation with NADEL (Postgraduate Course for Developing Countries) of the Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology Zurich, a one-week block course was given in April on „Peace-building in international 
cooperation. The course was geared primarily toward development cooperation workers and offered an 
introduction to methods of conflict analysis, approaches to conflict-sensitive planning and effectiveness 
assessment and addressed practical experiences from Swiss peace-building work in Sri Lanka. The course 
was fully booked up and will be repeated in 2004 in a slightly modified form in collaboration with NADEL.  
In addition, KOFF designed a series of four one-day training workshops exclusively for its member 
organisations on conflict analysis, Do no harm - including the gender perspective - and PCIA. Leading 
international experts were retained for three of these training courses. The workshops were offered free of 
cost to member organisations and were well attended. By retaining international experts, the team's 
expertise was given a further substantial boost.  
Moreover, KOFF structured a one-day introductory training course on „Conflict analysis and conflict 
transformation strategies” for the DFA's Swiss Expert Pool (SEP). 
 
 
D. Platform and networking activities 
 
KOFF's most important tasks include networking the relevant governmental and non-governmental players 
in peace building in Switzerland. The aim is to foster the systematic sharing of experiences, joint learning 
processes and discussions of strategy. KOFF also organised roundtables, workshops and individual events on 
select countries and topics in 2003. 
 
 
Country Roundtables 
 
No new country roundtables were launched during the review period. Instead work continued in the existing 
ones. In setting the geographical priorities, KOFF had concentrated on countries and regions about which 
the largest possible number of governmental and non-governmental players in Swiss peace building had 
stated a clear interest in an interchange. Internal capacity constraints made it necessary to suspend the 
Sudan Roundtable during the year under review. The Colombia Roundtable was terminated in the spring 
because parallel networks already exist between most of the NGOs active there and the Federal 
Administration. 
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For 2003, KOFF organised the following roundtable meetings: 
 

• 2 Angola roundtables (topics: conflict transformation at grassroots level; IDPs) 
• 1 Colombia roundtable (topic: Lessons Learnt in Columbia and experiences with accompaniment 

missions) 
• 2 Guatemala roundtables (topics: Implementing the peace agreement; Illegal security forces, Impunity 

and peace-building) 
• 3 Israel/Palestine roundtables (topics: UNRWA; Jerusalem Link and Women in the peace process; Peace-

building strategies of Swiss players in Israel/Palestine) 
• 2 roundtables on South-Eastern Europe (topics: PCIA; repatriation, reintegration and reconciliation) 
• 2 Sri Lanka roundtables (topics: Role of the diaspora; Swiss peace building in Sri Lanka) 
• 2 roundtables on Central Asia (topics: Russia's influence in Central Asia; International cooperation and 

conflict transformation) 
 
Experts from the conflict zones were invited to several roundtables, while representatives of the 
participating organisations provided content inputs at others. The main thrust of some events was to delve 
deeper into topical issues, others discussed ongoing programmes and evaluations, and some revolved 
around matters of strategy. For most roundtables the KOFF staff prepared lists giving an overview of the 
priority activities and partners of participating organisations. The lists are accessible on the KOFF website via 
the respective country pages.  
 
On the basis of its experiences so far with the country roundtables, KOFF has drafted a discussion paper for 
publication in 2004 as a KOFF InfoSheet. One conclusion reached from these hitherto internal discussions is 
that in future a distinction should be drawn between roundtables conceived purely as information platforms 
and those pursuing more ambitious goals such as joint strategic initiatives. At the end of the year, the 
roundtables on Angola, South-Eastern Europe and Israel/Palestine were evaluated by means of a written 
survey of participants (for further details, see „4. Feedback” below). 
The KOFF country roundtables involving governmental and non-governmental players are being followed 
with keen interest by some foreign peace-building organisations. The German FriEnt group has begun 
holding similar roundtables along the lines of the KOFF model. 
 
Iraq Workshops 
Against the backdrop of the war in Iraq, KOFF organised two workshops in the autumn with renowned Iraq 
experts as speakers. Over 20 NGOs and representatives of the Federal Administration attended both 
workshops. The workshops discussed the latest political and social developments in Iraq, Switzerland's 
potential role, ongoing projects and „Do no Harm” issues.  
 
Thematic working groups and roundtables 
 
Peace building in international cooperation 
By agreement with various participants, KOFF decided early in the review period to disband the working 
group on „Peace building in international cooperation”. It had turned out to be too large and its interests 
too divergent. It was replaced by training workshops (see above) that focussed in greater depth on some of 
the issues previously addressed in the working group. At the same time, an intervision group was created, 
called „Fachstellen Friedensarbeit“ (Peace Offices) comprising officers responsible for peace issues from 
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several development organizations, PA IV and Copret/SDC. The group met regularly and began intensive 
cooperation on the mainstreaming of conflict sensitivity in their organisations.  
KOFF conducted a written survey amongst all its member organisations on the status of conflict sensitivity 
mainstreaming. It will be publishing its findings in the KOFF Newsletter in 2004.  KOFF also held intensive 
exchanges with a group of German organisations on the same issue. Besides, at the request of Copret/SDC, 
KOFF organised a workshop in November to discuss the SDC's experiences with PCIA to date and its ideas 
about developing its own PCIA tool. It was attended by staff members and advisers from the SDC, 
development organizations and from KOFF. The workshop yielded good synergies with the KOFF PCIA 
training workshop held on the previous day. 
 
Gender Roundtable 
In September KOFF launched a new roundtable on its priority topic „Gender and peace building“. It is 
conceived as an introduction to the subject and will be held every two months. There were discussions in 
2003 about the importance of incorporating the gender perspective in peace-building talks and about the 
roles of women and men in violent conflicts. Both women and men from the Federal Administration, NGOs 
and academia displayed keen interest in the roundtable. Its participants currently number about 30. The 
Gender Roundtable is supported by a very comprehensive supply information on the KOFF gender website. 
 
Civil observation missions 
In the year under review, KOFF organised a one-day workshop and a short follow-up event on „Civil 
observation missions“ at the request of some of its member organisations. The aim was to provide an 
overview of the activities and expertise of Swiss organisations (NGOs and the DFA/PA IV Swiss Expert Pool 
(SEP)) that send civilian personnel into conflict zones on accompaniment and monitoring missions. In 
addition, thought was given to possible ways of cooperation and concrete Lessons Learnt from such 
missions to Palestine/Israel were discussed. At the invitation of KOFF, a representative of the international 
network organisation Nonviolent Peaceforce took part in the workshop. The KOFF newsletter carried a 
feature article on the subject giving an overview of the most important developments and players. 
 
swisspeace Annual Conference  
For the first time, KOFF combined its annual conference with that of swisspeace in 2003 to take advantage 
of synergies. It was held on 30 October in Berne under the theme „Oil and violent conflicts“. There were 
local and foreign speakers at the whole-day conference, which revolved around the linkages between oil 
production and domestic conflicts and the quest for approaches to preventing and transforming such 
conflicts. There were some 180 attendees from interested specialist circles (Federal Administration, NGOs, 
media, academia, foreign NGOs). A conference report will be published shortly. KOFF took a very active part 
in all phases of the conference, from the conception to the holding of it. 
 
Active involvement in conferences and events of other organisations  
KOFF personnel participated actively in various events staged by friendly organisations. These included panel 
discussions (e.g. the cfd Gender Conference, the PA IV annual conference, the annual conference of the 
Swiss Peace Council and an event held by the Stiftung Zukunftsrat [Council on the Future Foundation] on 
visions for peace building). KOFF representatives also provided discussion inputs at other events (e.g. at a 
University of Geneva seminar on gender aspects of violent conflicts). 
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International networking 
Once again KOFF was present in major international networks during the review period. More specifically it 
represented swisspeace at the European Peace Liaison Office (EPLO), a European network of 19 member 
organisations that informs the EU and undertakes targeted lobbying work amongst its institutions on 
matters of crisis prevention and peace building. KOFF also formed part of the Board of the European 
Platform for Conflict Prevention and Transformation and participated actively in its annual conference on 
„The role of NGOs in the prevention armed conflicts“. The platform brings together some 150 European 
peace-building organisations. 
KOFF maintained close ties with the German Gruppe Friedensentwicklung (FriEnt) (Peace Development 
Group) in Bonn on „strategic partnerships“ and conflict sensitivity, amongst other issues. Talks were held 
with the Collaborative for Development Action (CDA) in Cambridge, Mass. about possible cooperation with 
the Reflecting on Peace Practice Project (RPP) as from 2004. 
KOFF staff was very active in international events and conferences through facilitation and by making 
presentations and inputs. Examples of these were a presentation on „Gender relations in overcoming violent 
conflicts“ at a conference of the Evangelische Academie Loccum, an input on „Gender and peace building in 
Sri Lanka“ at the Gender Expert Seminar held by the Clingendael Institute in The Hague, and participation in 
a workshop organised by the German Development Service and World Vision Germany in Bonn on 
mainstreaming conflict sensitivity in German and Swiss organisations. 
 
 
3. Institutional matters  
 
Membership 
 
KOFF member organisations numbered 35 at the close of 2003 (33 the previous year). The annual 
membership meeting took place in May with about two-thirds of all members present. Participants stated 
what they expected from KOFF, which primarily included a good supply of information, training courses, the 
imparting of crucial methodology and continuing the roundtables. 
 
One priority for 2003 was to cater specifically to members by providing them with custom-tailored services. 
Training courses were designed specifically for member organisations and made available to them 
exclusively and free of cost. Member turnout for these trainings and the various roundtables was very good. 
In addition, member organisations were able to make use of KOFF's advisory services. 
 
Steering Committee (SteeCom) 
 
The KOFF strategic steering committee (SteeCom) comprised representatives of the NGO membership (3), 
DFA/PA IV (2), SDC (1) and the Director of swisspeace. It was chaired by Ambassador Peter Maurer, Head of 
Political Division IV of the Federal Foreign Ministry. The two NGO representatives Geert van Dok (Caritas) 
and Inge Remmert-Fontes completed an initial term of office in 2003 and were both unanimously re-elected 
at the membership meeting. A full list of members is given at the end of this annual report. 
SteeCom met three times during the year under review. Amongst other things it took decisions on the 
admission of new member organisations and on budget and planning matters. It also held a retreat where 
the topics of discussion included medium-term strategies for KOFF. There was very good cooperation with 
the KOFF Office. 
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KOFF Office 
 
The challenge facing KOFF at the start of 2003 was to maintain the same services and quality standards 
despite the many staff changes of the previous year and with a virtually new team for the review period. 
Priority was therefore given to rapidly and selectively building up expertise in KOFF's core themes and more 
effectively managing institutional knowledge. On this point, KOFF believes that by and large the aim was 
achieved. There was especially positive spin-off from some individual outside courses followed by staff 
members, from in-house events (e.g. brown bag lunches) for interchanging know-how existing in 
swisspeace, the engagement of external experts for training courses geared to outsiders and from the 
distinctly topic-oriented approach to planning. The individual staff members soon melded into a good and 
highly motivated team. 
 
In 2003, KOFF worked with a staff complement of five, at times six, comprising the project leadership and 
four programme leaders; occasionally there was also a trainee and someone doing civilian service. 
Furthermore, KOFF made use of the shared swisspeace Central Services, to which it contributed financially. 
A resignation submitted in 2002 became effective during the review period.  
 
Relations between KOFF and the swisspeace Foundation as a whole were good and collegial. The Head of 
KOFF was a member of the swisspeace leadership. Every effort was made to create synergies with other 
swisspeace projects where possible. The best successes in that regard were the joint annual conference, 
individual country roundtables, as well as in-house continuing training events. 
 
 
4. Feedback 
 
At the end of the year the KOFF newsletter was evaluated by means of a written survey of all readers. The 
survey produced roughly 50 replies and a very positive overall rating (8.2 on a scale of 1-10). Compared to 
the previous year’s survey, the articles were regarded as more topical and the sections on „News from the 
Center for Peacebuilding“, „News from Swiss Government Agencies“ and „Swiss non-governmental 
organisations“ attracted significantly greater interest than previously. All throughout the year, KOFF 
received much spontaneous, extremely positive feedback regarding its Newsletter, including from foreign 
partner organisations.  
 
The country roundtables on Angola, South-Eastern Europe and Israel/Palestine were also evaluated at the 
end of the year by means of written surveys of participants. The replies showed that the contacts and 
possibilities for interchange being promoted through the roundtables are filling a significant need and most 
considered the degree of target achievement in that regard to be very good. This point is reinforced by the 
normally good and steadily rising attendance at meetings and the fact that most were also attended by 
leading players from the Federal Administration (mainly Political Divisions II and IV, SDC, and to some extent 
BFF and seco) and by development and peace organisations. The goal of establishing systematic dialogue 
between governmental and non-governmental players was attained. The survey further showed that leaving 
aside information-sharing, some of the other interests of participants varied considerably: some would like 
to delve deeper into current topics, others are interested in new tools and methods; still others would like to 
discuss mainly strategies and their own role. 
 
The training exercises for member organisations filled a real need in the sphere of peace building and also 
garnered much positive feedback. Replies revealed particular appreciation of the possibility to deal in depth 
with specific subjects and methods, and of the years of practical experience brought by the various experts. 
 
In the course of the year, several member organisations reported back to KOFF that they felt that its 
activities were much more closely geared to their needs and that communication was better. The 2004 
membership meeting will be an opportunity to ascertain whether these reactions from individual members 
reflect a generalised perception. 
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5. Challenges and outlook 
 
One of the chief medium-term challenges facing KOFF is still to consolidate the organisation’s human 
resources and finances. In the light of the many staff departures in the previous year, special attention was 
devoted to building up expertise and safeguarding institutional knowledge during the review period, and 
both will remain important in 2004. Given the present strong demand for peace-building experts in 
development cooperation and foreign policy and the small pool of such expertise in Switzerland, KOFF must 
expect to deal with higher-than-usual staff turnover in the years ahead. As it is a good thing, in principle, for 
peace-building experts to alternate between theory and practice, KOFF must examine how it should address 
that challenge in strategic terms. Amongst other things, SteeCom discussed building up a network of 
„associate collaborators” and the first experiments with such a model will begin in 2004. Moreover, the 
practical orientation of KOFF staff is to be improved through selective field assignments. 
 
SteeCom also discussed at length the fact that the hoped-for „ownership“ by member organisations has 
materialised only partially. On the one hand, there is a strong demand for KOFF's organisational and 
advisory services and representatives of member organisations often collaborated actively in KOFF events. 
Yet, in the main, it was still KOFF itself that took the initiative and set the topics.  
 
KOFF must still deal with a degree of contradiction in its institutional relations with swisspeace. On the one 
hand, it is formally a swisspeace project and also benefits from numerous synergies with swisspeace in its 
work. On the other hand, as a membership organisation, it should also be perceived externally as an 
autonomous project with a separate profile. This is sometimes a difficult balancing act for the KOFF Office. 
 
Further progress was made last year in clarifying KOFF's role both internally and externally. SteeCom began 
looking at some initial ideas for a medium-term strategy and these should be further refined in the year 
2004. This will also mean developing a sustainable model for KOFF's long-term financing. Over 98% of the 
organisation's funding currently comes from one source (DFA/PA IV). 
 
Foremost amongst activities for 2004 will be endeavours to further develop and deepen the treatment of 
existing priority topics, country platform activities, as well as continuing training courses. An additional 
thematic focus will be on „Reconciliation“ and „Dealing with the past“. Special attention will be devoted to 
utilising and multiplying lessons learnt. Besides, strategic cooperation with foreign partner organisations is 
to be further stepped up. 
 
 
6. Finances 
 
KOFF closed the year 2003 with a balanced result. Income of 910'094.90 was matched by the same amount 
of expenditure. 
 
2003 Result CHF
 
Income 910’094.90
DFA contributions 891'459.90
NGO member org. contributions  11'300.00
Other income  7'335.00
 
Expenditure 910’094.90
Staff costs 607'380.00
Operating expenditure 100'187.80
Products 120'527.10
Overheads 82'000.00

Berne, February/March 2004 / AM
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KOFF member organisations 2003  

APRED - Association for the Study and Practice of 
Demilitarization and Non-Militarization 
Swiss Coalition of Development Organisations 
Baha'i 
Bread for All 
Brücke Le pont 
Caritas Switzerland 
CASIN Centre for Applied Studies in International 
Negotiations 
CIMERA 
cfd –Christian Peace Service 
Swiss Catholic Lenten Fund 
Hirondelle Foundation 
Forum for Peace Education 
Women for Peace, Switzerland 
Common Cause Switzerland (CCS) 
Group for Switzerland without an Army 
HEKS 
Helvetas 
Info-Link 
Intercooperation 
International Association for Human Values 
Interteam 
Media Aid 
Novartis Foundation for Sustainable Development 
Peace Brigades International 
Quakers’ United Nations Office 
Swiss Refugee Aid 
Swiss Peace Council 
Swiss Workers’ Relief Agency 
Swiss League of Catholic Women 
Swiss Ecumenical Peace Program 
Pestalozzi Children's Village Foundation 
Swiss Red Cross 
Swissaid 
Terre des Hommes, Switzerland 
WSP International 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Members of the KOFF Steering Committee 2003 
 
Peter Maurer (PA IV), Chairman 
Günther Bächler (Copret/SDC) 
Thomas Greminger (PA IV) 
Carmen Jud (cfd) 
Heinz Krummenacher (swisspeace) 
Inge Remmert-Fontes 
Geert van Dok (Caritas Switzerland) 
 
 
 
KOFF Office 2003 
 
Project leadership:  
Anita Müller, 100% (Director; Israel/Palestine, 
Iraq) 
Project staff: 
Mô Bleeker, 80%, until 30.04.2003 (Central Asia, 
Guatemala, Chiapas, Dealing with the past) 
Roland Dittli, 80% (Angola, South-Eastern 
Europe, civil observation missions), since 
1.1.2003 
Lorenz Jakob, 80% (Newsletter, website, 
information) 
Esther Marthaler, 80% (Peace building in 
international co-operation, Central Asia), since 
1.1.2003 
Cordula Reimann, 80% (Gender and 
peacebuilding, Sri Lanka, Training), since 
1.1.2003 
Natascha Zupan, 100% (Peace building in 
international co-operation, South-Eastern Europe, 
Middle East), until 31.1.2003 
 
Trainees: 
Pascale Schnyder (1.12.02 - 30.06.03) 
Regula Gattiker (8.09.03 - 7.11.03) 
Fiona Ballmer (1.12.2003 - 28.2.2004) 
 
Performing civilian service: 
Lukas Straumann (3-25.7.03 and 13.10.03 - 
15.12.03) 
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